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Oxford English Dictionary 
(1989)

Oxford English Dictionary (Online resource: 
http://www.oed.com): gender, n.

u On the development of use in sense 3a (now the predominant sense) see the note at that sense.
1. Grammar.

a. In some (esp. Indo-European) languages, as Latin, French, German, English, etc.: each of the
classes (typically masculine, feminine, neuter, common) of nouns and pronouns distinguished by
the different inflections which they have and which they require in words syntactically associated
with them;

u a. gen. Males or females viewed as a group; = SEX n. 1. Also: the property or fact of belonging to 
one of these groups. […] In the 20th cent., as sex came increasingly to mean sexual intercourse 
(see SEX n. 4b), gender began to replace it (in early use euphemistically) as the usual word for the 
biological grouping of males and females. It is now often merged with or coloured by sense 3b.

Oxford English Dictionary (Online resource: 
http://www.oed.com): gender, n.

u 3b. Psychol. and Sociol. (orig. U.S.). The state of being male or female as 
expressed by social or cultural distinctions and differences, rather than 
biological ones; the collective attributes or traits associated with a particular 
sex, or determined as a result of one's sex. Also: a (male or female) group 
characterized in this way.

u 1945 Amer. Jrnl. Psychol. 58 228 In the grade-school years, too, gender 
(which is the socialized obverse of sex) is a fixed line of demarcation, the 
qualifying terms being ‘feminine’ and ‘masculine’.

u 1950 Amer. Jrnl. Psychol. 63 312 It [sc. Margaret Mead's Male and Female] 
informs the reader upon ‘gender’ as well as upon ‘sex’, upon masculine and 
feminine rôles as well as upon male and female and their reproductive 
functions.

Gender in Italian (genere)
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Gender in Italian
Treccani 1988 and online today
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Gender: la teoria che non esiste (Gender: the 
theory that does not exist)

u Teoria del gender / ideologia [del] gender / gender theory / gender 
ideology / ideologia del genere

u Teoria del gender = label used in opposition to feminist and LGBT 
movements, and the knowledge and theories that these movements 
have produced and developed (see the article: ‘Teoria del gender: 
come è nata e a cosa serve’, Corriere della sera, 6 November 2017)

u Teoria del gender = neologism / loanword ‘born’ in the 1990s to critically 
refer to gender studies: those who use the expression ‘teoria del 
gender’ claim that ‘gender studies’ in fact conceal a predefined 
project aiming to destroy the family and society more broadly

Lombardia, arriva il call center anti-
gender della Regione (1 June 2016)
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